
                                                                                           

 

The path to profitability 

By Chris Irish, Supply Chain Insight Manager at IGD takes a look at how 

retail has been transformed by the online channel. 

Online is changing the face of retail across the world, and one of the key drivers is consumers’ thirst 

for convenience.  Research from IGD’s ShopperVista service suggests that nearly 30% of British 

shoppers claim to be shopping online for groceries on a monthly basis.  The UK is by no means 

unusual, with online being the fastest growing sector in many markets around the world. 

While, at first glance, growth appears to be good news for retailers and manufacturers alike, you 

don’t have to dig very deep to uncover the host of challenges that the growth of online has 

presented. 

Being the best is expensive 

In the UK, the online market is relatively mature, but when you compare it to the big box, bricks and 

mortar retail channel on which UK market has largely been built, you find a sector in its infancy.  

Success in traditional retail has come from leveraging economies of scale – ordering full truckloads 

of stock and selling it cheaply to lots of people. Contrast this with the online model, which takes a 

number of forms, but regardless of the model, tends to see customers buying smaller quantities 

fairly regularly. 

Where these two models coexist within one organisation, it’s perhaps not surprising that challenges 

exist as customers pay the same price for products regardless of how they buy. However, even ‘pure 

play’ online retailers, which are insulated from the cost of operating stores, are struggling to get to 

grips with an aspect of the supply chain, that according to ShopperVista research, is the preferred 

choice of over 90% of online grocery shoppers – home delivery. The quest to be the fastest, most 

flexible and most reliable has made last-mile logistics the key battleground for many and these 

attributes come at a price! 

The same research suggests that removing delivery charges altogether is the number one way to 

convert people to shopping online. And doing so is important because it is only through scale that 

many online operations become financially viable and we are yet to see a sustainable balance 

between efficiency, service and cost be found. 

The question that we don’t yet have an answer to is: Is there a tipping point? Will businesses find a 

way to make online profitable or will the growing and true cost associated with ever-better service 

be passed on? Basket size and the ability of businesses to increase it is likely to be key, but so too is 

whether the industry innovates and adopts new technology reduce last-mile logistics costs. 
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With online sales set to continue growing, finding this balance will become even more important.  

Making a loss on a small proportion of sales is a quite different proposition to making a loss on a 

large proportion of sales, meaning that growth at any cost is making way for ‘managed’ growth as 

businesses struggle with the online conundrum. 

How are businesses responding?   

Well, the answer to this is, it varies! Until recently, ‘getting there first’ has driven online strategy but 

we are seeing changes that reflect the strain this approach has placed upon supply chains. Recently, 

Lidl announced it is to invest in its click and collect offer in its German business later this year. The 

key words here are click and collect. Lidl hasn’t committed to a home delivery service, perhaps 

recognising that the cost of home delivery is the biggest barrier to profitability. 

Some of the larger supermarkets in the UK, including Tesco and Asda, have adjusted their delivery 

charges to reflect changes in their strategy. Ultimately, this means customers are encouraged to 

place larger orders which can be to picked, packed and delivered more efficiently. 

But while some are drawing back, others have chosen a different route. Sainsbury’s recent 

acquisition of Argos is a good example of this. The infrastructure that sits behind a successful online 

operation is a product of iteration, testing, optimising and perfecting, and this takes time.   

An established model, like that developed by Argos, could go some way to solving the puzzle of 

profitability, particularly if Sainsbury’s manages to integrate the business and persuade customers to 

shop for groceries as well, increasing basket size in the process. 

What does the future hold? 

In the short-to-medium term, innovative technologies look set to revolutionise last-mile logistics. We 

may well see the introduction of different fulfilment models for different geographies, with 

population density being a key influencer of the options available, helping businesses to balance 

costs. The fragmentation of distribution networks, including smaller city centre sites and a pragmatic 

approach to product ranging will ensure that companies can, quite literally, deliver on their promise 

of rapid fulfilment. 

The introduction of certain new technologies is dependent on regulation, which is likely to lead to 

diverse approaches prevailing in different countries and regions. If there is one thing we definitely 

do know, it’s that last-mile logistics is an area that doesn’t lack innovation and there are a number of 

solutions ready and waiting for the green light.   
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